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The paper deals with optimal methods for finding a minimum homeomorph and a minimum 
split of a digraph which are line digraphs. The algorithms may be used as approximate methods 
for finding a PERT network with the minimum number of dummy activities. 
1. Introduction 
A project consists of a set of activities together with some precedence relations 
among them. Most techniques for the analysis of a project involve the construction 
of a project representation called a network which describes the relations among the 
activities. An activity network may be drawn at once from the project precedence 
relations, with nodes representing activities and arcs indicating precedence relations. 
However, an event network or aproject network is usually used in scheduling, since 
it involves assigning time for the beginning and the end of each activity. For this 
purpose, nodes of the event network represent points in time and arcs represent 
activities. In general, the construction of the event network from the activity net- 
work needs so-called dummy activities (arcs) whose only function is to represent the 
precedence relations but which do not correspond to real activities. 
For each project, there exists a unique activity network without redundant arcs 
but there is an infinite number of different sized event networks. Since the time of 
the analysis of an event network is proportional to the number of its activities (arcs), 
including the dummy ones, the problem is to find an event network which corres- 
ponds to a given activity network and has the minimum number of dummy arcs. 
Krishnamoorthy and Deo [6] proved that the problem of minimizing the number of 
dummy activities in the event network corresponding to a given activity network is 
NP-hard. There have been many algorithms proposed for the construction of event 
networks (see a review in Syslo [S]), however most of the existing methods attempt 
only to minimize the number of nodes in the network. 
In this paper, we restrict our attention to two operations on digraphs: arc sub- 
division and arc set splitting and present two algorithms which produce event net- 
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works with the minimum number of dummy activities in the class of all networks 
which can be obtained by the application of these operations. Therefore, the 
algorithms presented here may be considered as approximate algorithms optimal in 
a certain class of methods. The same approach leads to similar methods, which 
when applied to an arbitrary digraph, produce optimal reversible digraphs; that is 
digraphs which are line digraphs (see [S]). 
2. Definitions 
Let D= (V/,A) denote a directed graph (simply, digraph), where V is the set of 
nodes and A is the set of arcs, that is, ordered pairs (u, u) of nodes. To avoid mis- 
understandings, the set of nodes and the set of arcs of D are sometimes denoted by 
V(D) and A(D). Let us define 
T,u={~EI/(D):(u,u)EA(D)} and f~u={u~lf(D):(~,u)~A(D)}, 
where u E V(D). Obviously, a digraph D may also be denoted by either (V, r,) or 
(I/;rG). Notice that we allow D to have loops, that is, arcs of the form (u, u). If in 
addition we allow D to have multiple arcs that is, arcs which connect the same 
nodes, then D is called a multidigraph and A should be considered as a multiset. 
If 2.40, 241, . .. ) uk (/CL 1) are nodes of D and (u;_~,u,)EA(D) for i= 1,2,...,k, then 
we write u. --t uk and say that there exists a path from u. to uk. A digraph D is 
acyclic if it contains no u. ---t uo. Notice that an acyclic digraph has no loops. Let 
a, = (uo, u) and a, = (w, u,). If u = w or u + w, then we write a, + a,. 
Let a digraph D be an activity network of a given project which consists of a set 
of activities and precedence relations among them, that is, there exists a one-to-one 
correspondence between the nodes of D and the activities, and (u, u)EA(D) if 
activity u precedes activity u. Obviously, D is an acyclic digraph. In what follows, 
network is used as a synonym for an acyclic digraph. The problem of constructing 
an event network for D with the minimum number of dummy activites is to find 
a digraph E such that 
(1) there exists a one-to-one correspondence IX: V(D) + B, where B c A(E) such 
that u + u in D if and only if (w(u) + a(u) in E for every u, u E V(D), and 
(2) the set of the so called dummy activities (arcs), that is the set of arcs A(E) - B 
has the minimum number of elements among all digraphs which satisfy (1). 
We allow E to be a multidigraph, in general, since multi-activities in E cause no real 
problem to the network analysis. 
Now we introduce a notion which then will play the most important role in our 
investigations. 
The line digraph L(E) of a multidigraph E is defined as follows: V’(.L.(E)) =A(E) 
and for u1 = (u,, u,), a2 = (u,, u2), al, a2 EA(E) we have (al, az) EA(L(E)) if and only 
if u, = u2. A digraph D is said to be a line digraph or reversible if there exists a 
multidigraph E such that D=L(E). Note that if an activity network D is a line 
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digraph, then there exists an event network E which satisfies D=L(E) and E has 
no dummy activities. Fig. l(a) shows an activity network D which is not a line 
digraph, however it has an event network E (Fig. l(b)) without dummy arcs. 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 1. 
An arc (u, w) is redundant in a digraph D if there exists a path u--t w in D of 
length at least two. In Fig. l(a), the arc (u, w) is redundant. A subdigraph D’ of D 
without redundant arcs is called the transitive reduction of D. It is easy to see that 
if D is an acyclic line digraph, then D has no redundant arcs. Activity networks 
which have event networks without dummy activities (arcs) can be characterized as 
follows. 
Theorem 1 (Sydo [S]). An activity network D has an event network without dummy 
arcs if and only if the transitive reduction D’ of D is a line digraph. 
Hence, to find if a given activity network D has an event network without dummy 
arcs, one has to apply the following steps to D: 
Step 1. Find the transitive reduction D’ of D. 
Step 2. Test if D’ is a line digraph. 
Step 1 can be implemented in time O(n3), where n is the number of nodes of D 
(see [l]), and Step 2 has an algorithm which is linear in the number of arcs of D’ 
(see [9]). Therefore, unlike the problem of minimizing the number of dummy activi- 
ties in event networks, the problem of testing whether there exists an event network 
without dummy activities has a polynomial time algorithm. 
The above relations between line digraphs and activity networks which have event 
networks without dummy activities motivate our investigation and suggest an 
approach which depends on embedding a given activity network in another network 
which is a line digraph and minimal over all such networks. 
Before we proceed to the main results of this paper, we present some characteriza- 
tions of line digraphs (not necessarily acyclic). A first characterization of line 
digraphs was presented by Harary and Norman [2] in terms of partitions of the node 
set of a digraph. The family of subsets {Vi}, of V, some of which may be empty, 
is called an improper partition of V if Uih, Vi = V and for every k, 1 E I: if k+ I, 
then V, n V, = 0. 
Theorem 2 (Harary and Norman [2]). A digraph D is a line digraph if and only if 
there exist two improper partitions {vi}, and { K’}I of V(D) such that A(D) = 
uis, 6 x vi’. 
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Theorem 2 can be reformulated giving rise to a more algorithmic condition. The 
following corollary has a very simple implementation as a linear time algorithm for 
recognizing line digraphs (see [9]). 
Corollary 1 (Sydo [8,9]). A digraph D is a line digraph if and only if there exists 
an improper partition { V/}I of V(D) such that for each v E V(D) there exists j E Z 
such that T,v = Vi. 
In fact, Corollary 1 is a rephrasing of another theorem due to Huchenne [5] which 
characterizes the line digraphs D by the condition 
if (u,v), (w,v), (w,z)EA(D) then (u,z)eA(D). 
In the next section we make use of the following reformulation of Huchenne’s 
condition which has been independently introduced by Szamkolowicz [lo] (see also 
171). 
Theorem 3 (Szamkolowicz [lo]). A digraph D is a line digraph if and only if every 
pair of nodes u, v in D satisfies the following condition 
if r,uflr,v#0 then T,u=&,v. 
Condition S in the last theorem may be replaced by the following one 
(S-) if r,-unr,-u#0 then rbu=T’v 
giving also rise to another characterization of line digraphs. 
For other properties and characterizations of line digraphs, the reader is referred 
to Hemminger and Beineke [4]. 
3. Algorithms 
Let D = (V, A) be an acyclic digraph underlying the structure of an activity net- 
work. Assume that D has no redundant arcs. If D is a line digraph that can be 
efficiently checked by the algorithm presented in [9], then D has an event network 
without dummy activities (see Theorem 1). If D is not a line digraph, our task is 
to tranform D to another digraph D which is a line digraph and preserves the 
precedence relations between those nodes which belong to D. The transformation 
will depend on inserting new nodes into D which then will correspond to dummy 
activities in the resulting event network. Such a transformation has already been 
used by Hedetniemi [3] to obtain a minimally strong digraph from a given digraph. 
The transformation is illustrated in Fig. 2. A digraph D in Fig. 2(a) is not a line 
digraph, but the digraph resulting from it by inserting a new node into each arc is 
a line digraph. A line digraph which has been obtained from D by inserting only 
one node is shown in Fig. 2(b). 
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(a) 
Fig. 2. 
The operation of inserting a node into an arc is known as an arc subdivision. We 
will also consider its generalization which subdivides certain subsets of arcs of a 
digraph. Let D be a digraph and 
KY)= {(x,y):x~X,y~Y} CA(D), 
where X and Y are disjoint nonempty subsets of V(D), that is, (X, Y) is the set of 
arcs of a complete bipartite subdigraph of D. The splitting of arcs (X, Y) in a 
digraph D results in the digraph D’ such that V(D’)= V(D)U {z} and A(D’)= 
A(D) - (X, Y) U {(x, z), (z, y): XEX, y E Y}. This operation is illustrated in Fig. 3. A 
digraph D’ which can be obtained from another digraph D by a sequence of split- 
tings is called a split of D. Note that if IX 1 = 1 Y 1 = 1, then the splitting of (X, Y) 
becomes the subdivision of one arc (x, y), where X = {x} and Y = { y}. A digraph 
D’ which can be obtained from D by a sequence of arc subdivisions is called a 
homeomorph of D. 
x3jizy x*y 
Fig. 3. 
The optimality criterion of the algorithms presented in this section is that the 
number of inserted nodes is to be minimal. An algorithm which finds a reversible 
homeomorph or a reversible split with the minimum number of new nodes is called 
optimal. 
3.1. An algorithm for finding the minimum reversible homeomorph of a digraph 
Let D be an acyclic digraph without redundant arcs. If D is not a line digraph, 
then an algorithm presented in this subsection finds the minimum reversible homeo- 
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morph of D. Let E denote a reversible homeomorph of D (not necessarily mini- 
mum). The algorithm is based on the following lemmas. 
Lemma 1. An optimal algorithm for finding the minimum reversible homeomorph 
of D does not subdivide arcs (x, y) of D which satisfy either T’x= (y] or 
Z-,-y = {x}. 
Proof. The subdivision of an arc (x, y) which satisfies at least one of the lemma con- 
ditions does not change the mutual relations between the r-sets and r--sets of 
nodes of D. 0 
Lemma 2. Every pair of nodes inserted by subdivision of arcs of D satisfies condi- 
tion S. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that for every new node z, the r- and r--sets are 
one element sets. q 
Lemma 3. Zf u, v E V(D) do not satisfy condition S and if E is a reversible homeo- 
morph of D, then r, u fl r, v = 0. 
Proof. Suppose u, v E V(D) do not satisfy condition S in D, say T,u tl T,v # 0 and 
there exists w~r’u-r,+. Assume that TEut7T,v#0. If w~r~u, thenrEu#rEv, 
since wer,v - a contradiction. If wer’u, then a new node z has been inserted 
into the arc (u, w). Therefore zEF”u and z$rEv; hence again T’u #T’v. 0 
The following theorem determines the arcs of D which have to be subdivided by 
any algorithm for finding a homeomorph of D which is a line digraph. 
Theorem 4. Let u, v E V(D) and w E Tou n Tov. If u and v do not satisfy condition 
S in D, then every algorithm forfinding a reversible homeomorph E of D subdivides 
all arcs (t, w) E A(D) (t E V(D)) except those for which rot = (w}. 
Proof. If u and v do not satisfy condition S, then by Lemma 3 in every reversible 
homeomorph E of D we have T,u fl T,v = 0. Therefore, at least one of the arcs 
(u, w) and (v, w) is subdivided in E. Assume that node z is inserted into the arc (u, w). 
Hence, for every t E V(D) such that (t, w) E A(D) and r’t # (w}, nodes z and t do 
not satisfy condition S and therefore (t, w) has to also be subdivided in E. 0 
The minimum reversible homeomorph of a given acyclic digraph D = (VT A) can 
be obtained by applying to D the following procedure which subdivides only those 
arcs of D, which according to Theorem 4, must be subdivided (see Theorem 5). 
Procedure MIN REV HOM. [This procedure transforms an acyclic digraph 
D = (K A) to its minimum reversible homeomorph.] 
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begin 
z + v; 
i +-0; [i is the counter of arc subdivisions] 
while there is w E Z such that there are 
u, v E r6 w which do not satisfy condition S do 
begin 
Z+Z-{w}; 
for every (t, w) E A do 
if r,t # {w} then 
begin 
i+-i+ 1; [insertion 2; into arc (t, w)] 
v+ VU {z;}; 
A+A~{~u~W~}U{~U~Zi~~~Zj~W~} 
end 
end [while] 
[i is the number of arc subdivisions performed] 
end [MIN REV HOM]. 
Theorem 5. Procedure MIN REV HOM finds the minimum reversible homeo- 
morph of an acyclic digraph D in time polynomial in the number of elements of D. 
Proof. The procedure is a straightforward implementation of Theorem 4 and per- 
forms only necessary subdivisions of arcs. To show this, first notice that if a digraph 
D has a node w whose two in-neighbors u and v do not satisfy condition S, then, 
according to Theorem 4, all the arcs (t, w) of D have to be subdivided except those 
(by Lemma 1) for which r,t = {w}. After subdividing such arcs, node w is re- 
moved from the set of candidate nodes Z, since, according to Lemmas 1 and 2, all 
its in-neighbors satisfy condition S. The nodes inserted by subdivisions are also not 
candidates for w, therefore they are not added to Z. The ‘while’ loop is performed 
as long as the current digraph D has a node w which satisfies the conditions of 
Lemma 4. 
For a node w E V(D), testing if there exist u, v E r’w which do not satisfy condi- 
tion S needs O(indeg(w) - max{outdeg(u): u E& w}) time and the insertions of 
new nodes need at most O(indeg(w)) time. It is easy to see that a node may become 
a candidate for subdivisions of its incoming arcs after a number of subdivisions of 
other arcs (see Example 1). Therefore, the total time of MIN REV HOM is bounded 
by O(n2di,doUt), where n is the number of nodes in D, and di, and d,,, are respec- 
tively the maximum indegree and maximum outdegree of D. 
Hence, the procedure terminates after finding the minimum reversible homeo- 
morph that takes a polynomial number of operations. 0 
Example 1. Let us consider a digraph D shown in Fig. 4(a) and assume that the 
nodes are scanned in alphabetical order. For node a, Tba= {e, f } and rDe=rDf. 
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Therefore no arc is subdivided in this step. For node 6, &b = {e, f, g} and g, f do 
not satisfy condition S. Therefore, we have to subdivide arcs (g, b), (f, 6) and (e, 6). 
Similarly, we subdivide arcs (g,c), (f,c) and (e,c). Now, when we again encounter 
vertex a, its neighbors e and f do not satisfy condition S, so we have also to sub- 
divide arcs (e, a) and (f, a). Fig. 4(b) shows the minimum reversible homeomorph of 
D. 0 
Note that the procedure MIN REV HOM may also subdivide arcs which are inci- 
dent out of the nodes satisfying condition S (for instance the arcs outgoing from 
nodes e and f in the digraph D of Fig. 4(a)). In the next subsection we present an 
algorithm utilizing splittings of arcs which introduce many fewer nodes than 
MIN REV HOM. 
d c b 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 4. 
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3.2. An algorithm for finding the minimum reversible split of a digraph 
As in the previous subsection, we assume that D is an acyclic digraph without 
redundant arcs. If D is not a line digraph then an algorithm presented in this sub- 
section finds the minimum reversible split of D. Let F denote a reversible split of 
D (not necessarily minimum). To avoid separate subdivisions of single arcs which 
are either going out of the nodes which satisfy condition S or coming to the nodes 
which satisfy condition S-, we introduce some relations between the nodes which 
then will generate subsets of nodes used in splittings of subsets of arcs. 
Let C and A be the following relations defined on V(D) 
uCu if and only if T,u =T,v, 
and 
UA u if and only if Tbu = r&v. 
It is clear that C and A are the equivalence relations on V(D). Let { Uj}K and { Wj}, 
denote the partitions of V(D) generated by C and A, respectively. These partitions 
of the vertex set of D generate also the partitions of the arcs of D 
A(D) = u U; x &,u, where U; E Ui, 
,EK 
and 
A(D) = LJ rbwjX Wj where Wj~ Wj. 
/EL 
It is evident that the relation C restricted to ri w, for w E V(D), generates a sub- 
partition of rb w. For instance, suppose that u ~r’w. Thus, if UC u, then 
T,u = T,v and so v E ri w, i.e., the C-equivalence class containing u is included in 
r, w. Similarly, the relation A restricted to TDw, for w E V(D) generates a subparti- 
tion of r,. 
The subsets of nodes { CJ;}K and { Wj}L of D generated by the relations C and A 
will now be used as sets X and Y for splittings in the algorithm which finds the mini- 
mum split of D. The algorithm is based on the following facts. 
One can easily show that Lemma 3 remains valid for reversible splits of D. It is 
also valid when mapping r is replaced by rP. Therefore, we have: 
Lemma 4. The relation T,u fl T,v = 0 (&u n r, u = 0) holds for every pair of 
nodes u, v E V(F) of a reversible split F of D if they do not satisfy condition S (S 
respectively) in D. 
As a consequence of the last lemma we have the following theorem which charac- 
terizes those subsets of arcs (X, Y) of D which must be subdivided by an algorithm 
for finding a reversible split of D. 
Theorem 6. If F is a reversible split of D and z E V(F) - V(D), then every two nodes 
u, v E &z satisfy condition S in D and every two nodes u, v E rF.z satisfy condition 
S- in D. 
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As the counterparts of Lemmas 1 and 2, it can be easily shown that an algorithm 
for finding the minimum split of D does not subdivide subsets of arcs (X, Y) such 
that either r’X = Y or r’Y = X, and the nodes introduced by splittings satisfy 
both conditions S and S. Theorem 4 remains valid but now we can subdivide sets 
of arcs which form complete bipartite subgraphs. Note that, unlike in the case of 
single arc subdivisions, arc set splittings have no influence on satisfying conditions 
S and S- by nodes which already satisfy them in D. 
The following procedure performs only necessary splittings of arc-sets. 
Procedure MIN REV SUB. [This procedure transforms an acyclic digraph D= 
(v A) to its minimum reversible split.] 
begin 
find improper partitions { Uj}K and { Wj}, of V(D) generated by the 
relations C and A; 
Z+ v; 
i to; [i is the counter of splittings] 
(*) for weZ do 
begin 
z+z-{w}; 
(**) if there exist u, u E F” w which do not satisfy condition S then 
begin 
find j such that WE Wj; 
ZtZ- Wj; 
for every U, C&w do 
if r,Ui # Wj then 
begin 
i+i+ 1; 
V+ VUZi, 
AtA-(Ui, Wj)U{(Ld,Z):ldEUi}U{(Z,U):UEWj} 
end 
end [if] 
end [for] 
[i is the number of splittings performed] 
end [MIN REV SUB]. 
Theorem I. Procedure MIN REV SUB finds the minimum reversible split of an 
acyclic digraph D in time polynomial in the number of elements of D. The 
number of nodes inserted by MIN REV SUB is not greater than that introduced by 
MIN REV HOM. 
Proof. The proof of the correctness and optimality of MIN REV SUB follows from 
the lemmas and theorems formulated before the procedure description. It is easy to 
see that this procedure works also in polynomial time, and we leave to the reader 
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finding an exact formula for the number of elementary operations. 
Notice that since we subdivide only arcs in (X, Y), where X and Y are respectively 
members of the C- and A-partitions, conditions S and S- are not destroyed for the 
nodes which satisfy them already. It justifies the use of the ‘for’ loop (*) instead 
of the ‘while’ loop of the procedure MIN REV HOM. It is also clear that the ‘if’ 
statement (**) is performed only for those nodes w in D which are the candidates 
for the ‘while’ loop in MIN REV HOM in the original digraph D. Hence, procedure 
MIN REV SUB introduces no more new nodes than MIN REV HOM does. 0 
Example 2. For the digraph D shown in Fig. 4(a) the improper partitions { U,}K 
and {Wj}L are as follows Ui=O, u,=(h), V,=(g), U4={e,f), U5={a,b,c,d} 
and W,={e,h}, W2={Jg}, W3={d}, W,={b,c}, Ws=(a}, W6=0. Fig.5 shows 
the minimum reversible split of D obtained by applying procedure MIN REV SUB 
to D. 0 
a 
Fig. 5. 
4. Conclusions and extensions 
The paper presents two algorithms for transforming an acyclic digraph into 
another digraph which is a line digraph. The algorithms are optimal in the class of 
all methods utilizing subdivisions of arcs and work in time polynomial in the 
number of elements of a given digraph. Since the problem of finding a network with 
the minimum number of dummy activities is NP-complete the algorithms presented 
here may be considered as polynomial-time approximation algorithms and optimal 
in a certain class of methods. An extension of the approach presented here leading 
to the method which produces the event network with the minimum number of 
dummy activities is discussed in [8]. 
Characterizations of line digraphs presented in Section 2 remain also valid in the 
class of all digraphs. The reversibility of arbitrary digraphs is discussed in [8] and 
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one can easily modify our consideration and the algorithms to work for any 
digraph, not necessarily acyclic (see again 181). 
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